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Entertaining little story about boobs, so many boobs everywhere. Do you like boobs? You will like this game.
Pros:
Auto skip feature to get past all those words and get to the boobs
Pause function for those special moments
Can be played with one hand
Bonus FREE content patch: http:\/\/razzartvisual.com\/2016\/10\/14\/catch-canvas-18-patch\/

Cons:
Mom wont ever understand and Dad will cry out in shame from the garage

Rating: Totally worth it.. This is a nice puzzle game with good pacing. New mechanics are taught through simple levels before
being expanded upon and combined with previous ideas for greater challenges. The player must keep a "look before you leap"
mindset while attempting to solve each puzzle. I found the puzzles to be well-designed and quite clever, but there are a few later
challenges in which the player does not have enough information at first to reason through the entire puzzle, causing the player
to potentially fail at least once in order to understand the puzzle in its entirity; however, the player has infinite attempts at each
challenge. I really like the models for this game. They are fun and colorful and set a not-so-serious tone. In my opinion, the
sound effects were somewhat loud compared to the background music, but the music itself was easy on the ears. Overall, this is
an excellent game for patient thinkers with tender hearts. It is a joy to play, and I definitely recommend it.. This isone of the
most amazing VR trips :)

But unfortunately it's very short about 2h, for full price I think is too much, but for discount to 9.99 EUR for which I bought it it
was pefect.. Just bought the game and had intense fun playing! Highly recommended! 1 hour just passed without me realising...
-STEEL EMPIRE-

Its Gameplay and Controls feel great.

its Steampunky art style is superb and its Aged really well.

This Version ran absolutley fine and if ur looking to scratch that Shmup Itch then this will do it for you.

I wish alot more old retro style games were done as good as this.

Thanks guys for Bringing this to steam :D. "You are in a maze of twisty little portals, all alike". Not. Fun.
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Many crashes. Sim games are hard to make. Simulating real world physics and biological systems require expertise AND
experience. For each subject.

Add to the complication that this game is entering a sub-genre with 2 already established titles battling for suppremacy. That
gives us a little perspective on what we can expect from a new entry.

Real Farm IS NOT yet a good game. It DOES have what it takes to be a good game, provided that we can do the work to help
them get there. The price is too high right now and the game is closer to early access than Gold release. That's not a complaint
against the developer, but rather the publisher who has to keep budgets and release dates balanced.

The good news is that the developers are using the sales to fund a rapid support schedule. The beta branch of the game is really
cranking out the fixes and improvements. I'm quite optimistic that they will have a real new series contender here. If we are bold
and brave as consumers. Nobody will ever make better games in this genre unless we buy the games. The genre needs to be
making enough money for developers/publishers to want a piece of it. So buy the games, push developers to improve them and
reap the rewards. If you want the farm game of the future, do the work now.

What the game does right: It's a lot like Farm Sim 16 if we are being honest. It has good music, decent art assets, the menus
work well enough, etc.

What it does wrong currently: physics(wacky flipping/flying tractors over the mountains are possible), sound(hooking up tools is
silent, no working sounds for many jobs, etc), no licensing(future games likely to have, provided people buy this), weather
effects.

There is a good game here. If you want to push this game or other farm games to improve faster, there needs to be competition.
That means you have to buy them all. Your move farm/sim gamers.. 1. For vive users, you need to lean a bit forward to use
controller properly. I agree that the crossair position needs to be adjusted, but it is definetly playable in its current stage.

2. Game takes at least 2 hour to complete, and have a 15 mins exposition/tutorial. So when you see reviews with 0.4 hour
played, it means they gave up half way through chapter 1.

3. It is a rail shooter because managning shield and varies weapon systems will occupy both of your hands. If that 0.4 hour
reviewer played a bit more and unlocked more weapons, he would understand how painful it would be to simutaniously holding
up a shield, swithching weapon with the other hand, and also manage movement all at the same time.. candy crush saga of the
carribean. Even though I haven't finished it, I've enjoyed the feel of the game. It is reminiscent of an older generation of games
and that nostalgia factor worked for me. Definitely worth a look.. Similar to the Zuma series or Luxor, you shoot colored balls
at a slowly moving ball-snake (my termonology) that is trying to get to a hole in the ground. If the ball-snake reaches the hole,
you lose the level. After a few levels you get some power ups that randomly appear after making matches. Every 4 or 5 levels
you get a key that lets you unlock more power ups. You can choose which power ups you want to unlock. It's always nice to
have control over what special powers you have so you can play in your style. The levels get tougher as the game progresses: 2
ball-snakes at once, zig-zag paths that make it difficult to shoot balls where you want them, tunnels where you can't get at part of
the ball-snake while it goes through, etc.

Power ups include:

Slow - always useful!
Backwards - the ball-snake creeps backwards for a few seconds
Shooter (I forget what it's called) - you shoot a fire dart, first only one but later you can upgrade to 3.
Blast - creates a big blast that takes out all balls in the area of the blast, small at first but can be upgraded
Orb of Decay - This is a good one, though it sounds like it would slowly decay them it actually does it instantly. A trail of black
smoke destroys orbs in a certain area when you use this one.
And more that I have not unlocked yet.

The main gameplay area is shown as a map that you progress across (I can't remember if there was some kind of story).
There is also a Challenge area where you try to play levels as long as you can. Those unlock as you go along in the main map
gameplay. I'm not sure if there are leaderboards or if you are just playing for your own record.
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There are Achievements.
There are Trading Cards.
There are 3 Difficulty settings including "Nightmare" for those who want a challenge!

Graphics aren't the greatest (looks like a phone game) and the music is probably that free stuff but I just want to play, I don't
care how things look and sound. There is one music track I like that is fun and quirky. I assume it randomly picks a track.

It's a great game for short bursts of play.

((For the record, I bought this on Steam with my own money.). While I enjoy the puzzles and love castles in general, the
developer actually NEEDS you to use File Explorer to access puzzles 2 - 15. The game will only load the 1st puzzle over and
over unless you double click the files from the steam aps \/ common folder. I realize it's a dirt cheap game but COME ON.. i
dont like it
glitchy and i dont enjoy the gameplay. The entire saga is just simply AMAZING!!! the plot of the story is wonderful with
unique and out of this world characters (literally xD), and a kick-@ss soundtrack!! from the moment I started playing the first
game I knew that I would love the rest of the series! there was never a dull moment playing the saga and I'd definetely
recommend it to anyone who wants to try it out!

Kudos to Pilgrim Adventures!!! and I can't wait for the rest of the saga to continue! :D. Short but suspenseful point and click,
gave me a few jump scares, playing in the dark !!. Frequent crashes but still enjoyed the game. Game play a bit clinky and not
any real choices to be made, rather following a pre-determined storyline by minimal interaction.
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